Introduction 37
Ground shaking from seismicity associated with stimulation and exploitation of a geothermal reservoir 38 for heat and power production can be a significant nuisance to the local population and can, in some 39 with geothermal projects is a ground-motion model that estimates measures of shaking [e.g. peak 55 ground acceleration, (PGA)] given an earthquake scenario (e.g. in terms of magnitude and source-to-56 site distance). Motivated by a lack of suitable models in the public literature, Douglas et al. (2013) 57 derived a set of stochastic and empirical ground-motion models for application in geothermal areas. 58
These models were based on analyses of thousands of near-source seismograms of small earthquakes, 59
most of which were induced by geothermal activity or gas extraction, while some were natural shallow 60
events. 61
Because of the considerable epistemic uncertainty in the estimation of ground motions in geothermal 62 areas, Douglas et al. (2013) presented ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) for 36 stochastic 63 simulation models (Boore, 2003 ) that sought to capture this uncertainty. The ranges of the key 64 parameters of these stochastic models (stress parameter, Δσ; path attenuation, Q; near-surface 65 attenuation, κ) were defined based on the analysis of seismograms collected from numerous regions. 66
The analysis highlighted considerable variation in these parameters among regions and sites. When 67 conducting a seismic hazard assessment for a given geothermal project it is not known a priori which 68 of the 36 models are most applicable. Consequently Douglas et al. (2013) recommended, in the 69 absence of other information by which to constrain the stochastic parameters for a given site, that a 70 logic tree is used for seismic hazard analysis with all 36 models as branches. Subsequently, as 71
seismograms are recorded at the geothermal project site, the applicability of some models should 72 become evident and hence their associated branches could be assigned higher weights, while others 73 may be down-weighted or even dropped completely. There are two complementary ways in which the 74 branch weights can be updated: direct assessment of the stochastic parameters, and comparison of 75 ground-motion predictions and observations. 76
As a demonstration of the use of the stochastic simulation GMPEs and the proposed procedure for the 77 assessment of the logic-tree weights, Douglas et al. (2013) present a simple analysis for Campi Flegrei 78 (Italy), for which some seismograms from small, shallow (but natural) earthquakes were available. 79 uncertainty: in the case of a completely unknown site, we cannot distinguish between any of the 124 models, and must weight them equally. In reality, of course, some information about the site of interest 125 will always be available: for instance, if the EGS is not located on outcropping hard-rock, then we can 126 already rule out the models with the lowest levels of site attenuation (κ). Each of the 36 models has its 127 own associated aleatory variability, which corresponds to a region-specific model. An initial "naïve" 128 application of these GMPEs would be similar in terms of the resulting mean hazard to using the single 129 empirical GMPE developed by Douglas et al. (2013) using data from all regions (along with the 130 associated high aleatory variability). In terms of the hazard distribution, the obvious difference is that 131 the empirical model leads to only one curve, whilst the stochastic models generate 36 individual 132 hazard curves, representing the epistemic uncertainty. However, in the case of improved knowledge of 133 the site"s seismicity, or recording conditions, we can begin to reassess the weighting of the 36 models, 134 reducing the epistemic uncertainty. The advantage in this case is clear, since region-specific GMPEs 135 cannot typically be assessed due to limited recorded distance and magnitude ranges, the stochastic-136 model approach allows us to refine the logic tree in the case of improved knowledge, which will be 137 quickly available after the installation of a monitoring network, or even beforehand when local data 138 already exist. 139
Ground-motion data used for model selection 140
The data used in this article comes from a sensitive seismic network set up to monitor the geothermal 141 (Figure 1) , all of which are located below the surface (all at depths of less than 148 357m, except for McLeod #1 at 1.8km). High-quality earthquake catalogues were provided by Q-Con 149 for these data. The available records come from earthquakes with moment magnitudes between 1.7 150 and 3.1 (roughly following a standard Gutenberg-Richter distribution), hypocentral distances between 151 2.4 and 7.8km (roughly uniformly-distributed) and depths between 3.9km and 4.5km (roughly 152 normally-distributed with a peak around 4.2km). All records have been converted from velocity to 153 To provide further estimates of the parameters, without the numerous assumptions that may be 184 required by using values from the literature, we here also present the average Q, Δσ and κ 0 values as 185 determined from subsets of the data used for this study. We test the impact of using 10, 25 and 50% of 186 all data in order to simulate the effect of a developing database for a new network installation. kappa values for each ring of the network is remarkable, and may be due to similar geology for these 210 stations or, since the earthquakes are all located near to the well-head, due to the similarity of the 211 propagation paths to each of the stations of a given ring. 212
We estimated the impact of reduced datasets by bootstrapping 100 times over random subsamples of 213 the complete dataset; measuring the changes in absolute value and scatter. The impact of a reduced 214 dataset (even down to 10% of the original events: corresponding to an average of 14 events) was 215 minimal in terms of the average kappa, with changes of only a few per cent (Table 1 ). In the case of 216 the standard deviation, the reduced datasets led to significant underestimation of the true uncertainty. 217
This should not be an issue in our application, however, since we are interested in the median values; 218 aleatory variability is independently assigned based on the work of Douglas et al. (2013) .spectral model. Given the moment magnitude determined by Edwards and Douglas (2013), we can 223 then estimate the stress-parameter as: 224
where =3500m/s and is estimated following the original formulation of the moment magnitude 225
by Hanks and Kanomori (1979) . 226
After selecting events with available M w and f c estimates a total of 95 earthquakes from Cooper Basin 227
were assigned stress parameters. The log-average was 19 bars with a standard deviation of 0.5 (ln 228 units; a factor of 1.65). Repeating the analysis with sub-selections of the events from Cooper Basin we 229 obtain standard deviations on both the mean and standard-deviation of the target value (Table 2 ). We 230 see that even with only 25% of the events, the mean stress-parameter <ln[Δσ]> (and the variability of 231 individual event stress-parameters σ ln [Δσ] ) is robust, with a variability (represented by the standard 232 deviation) of a factor of 1.12. Reducing the dataset to 10% (around 9-10 events) we begin to observe 233 larger (albeit not significant) deviations from the mean. 234
Based on the spectral analysis we can choose to assign weights to the models based on expert 235 judgement. We select models from Douglas et al (2013) with Q=600 and Q=1800 (covering the range 236 observed in the literature for this region), and based on the limited range of measured surface 237 attenuation values, κ=0.04s (Table 1) . In order to cover the 19 bar average seen in the spectral 238 analyses, we then make a further selection of models with 10 and 100 bar stress-parameter. This leaves 239 four candidate models (Table 3) . No preference in terms of weighting is given to GMPEs based on the 240 two different Q models due to the uncertainty of this parameter (Table 3 ). The final weighting of the 241 four selected models is then given by 0.365 for the two 10 bar and 0.135 for the two 100 bar models. 242
These weights were chosen such that the log-average equivalent stress-parameter of the weighted 243 model was 19 bars: i.e., 2×0.365×log(10bar)+2×0.135×log(100bar)≈log(19bar). The resulting 244 weighted stochastic GMPE is shown in Figure 2 for PGA along with predictions from the purely 245 empirical model of Douglas et al. (2013) and recorded data. The weighted stochastic model shows 246 better fit to the recorded data from small events, while for the few events with M≈3, both models 247 predict similar motions. 248
Residual analyses 249
In this section we analyse residuals computed from the 36 ground-motion models and data from 250
Cooper Basin. 2089 pairs of horizontal time-histories were available for this analysis from the eight 251 local stations and 427 earthquakes. From these time-histories the geometric-means of the pseudo-252 spectral accelerations (PSAs) for 5% damping from each pair are computed for 0.01s (100Hz, assumedat Cooper Basin does not allow accurate PSAs to be computed for frequencies lower than about 15Hz. 255
Consequently the engineering use of these data is limited to examining the response to shaking of stiff 256 structures (e.g., low-rise masonry buildings) and non-structural elements. The observed and predicted 257 response spectra shown by Douglas et al. (2013) show that PSA(0.05s) is likely to be close to the peak 258 PSA for the magnitude range covered by the Cooper Basin data. In this section, these two sets of PSAs 259 are statistically compared to the 36 ground-motion models proposed by Douglas et al. (2013) . These 260 models consist of: the equations for the median PSAs derived using the stochastic method and the 261 aleatory-variability models for the single-station within-event standard deviation (υ SS results of the GMPE testing. Generally geothermal projects will have fewer records available with 276 which to judge the applicability of the available GMPEs (especially before stimulation or early on in 277 the stimulation phase) and hence it is useful to study whether the GMPE testing is sensitive to the 278 number of records used. 279
Based on comparisons between the LLHs and EDRs (and the implied ranking of models) computed 280 for PSA(0.01s) and PSA(0.05s) it was found that LLH and EDR are strongly linearly correlated for 281 both periods, as are these values for the two structural periods. Therefore, for brevity, in the rest of this 282 section only LLHs (and GMPE ranking and logic-tree weights derived from these values) for 283 PSA(0.01s) are presented. LLH is preferred to EDR as a measure of the applicability of GMPEs 284 because of the direct link between a set of LLHs and logic-tree weights in the case of well-distributed 285 data and similar model extrapolation behaviour (as is the case for physically-based stochastic models). 286
About a third of the seismograms from Cooper Basin required high-cut filters that removed ground 287 motions with periods below 0.05s (frequencies above 20Hz), which could be affecting PSA(0.01s). 288
However, repeating the analyses described below with and without these seismograms showed that thevariability, we use a value of 0.96 (ln units), the value computed from the estimates of υ and τ given 292
by Douglas et al. (2013) . 293
To test the stability of the LLH values with respect to the number of records being used a bootstrap 294 procedure was followed whereby 100 random sets of 1044 (half the total), 522 (quarter of the total) 295 and 261 (eighth of the total) samples are selected from the 2089 available and the analysis repeated. 296
From these results the mean and standard deviation (from the 100 results) of the LLH of each ground-297 motion model were computed (Table 4) . As expected, the standard deviation increases as the number 298 of available records decreases. Surprisingly, however, the standard deviations remain low and 299 consequently the LLHs are stable, even when only an eighth of the records are used. This suggests that 300 even a few hundred seismograms would enable robust logic-tree weights to be computed for hazard 301 assessments of EGS projects if it were assumed that the highest-weighted models apply for 302 magnitudes and distances outside the range covered by observations. 303
It is interesting to note that the best-performing models are for values of Δσ, Q and κ 0 similar to those 304 previously reported for the Cooper Basin area or calculated above. This suggests that logic-tree 305 weights can be preliminarily assessed based on values of these key parameters taken from the 306 literature (if they are mutually consistent) or from seismological analyses of data, without statistically 307 comparing the observations and predictions. 308
The definition of LLH allows a direct computation of logic-tree weights (Scherbaum et al., 2009). 309
Such an approach is not necessarily appropriate in terms of a probabilistic seismic hazard assessment, 310 however, because the weights do not represent the probability of a given model being correct 311 (Delavaud et al., (2012) . Instead, LLH-based weights represent a given model"s ability to fit the 312 observed data, favouring "better models". Typically, the goal of a complete logic-tree based hazard 313 analysis is to capture not only the centre and body, but also the range of possibilities. In this sense the 314 LLH weights, by design, will not cover the entire range (i.e., extreme scenarios not yet recorded). To 315 bypass this limitation, Delavaud et al. (2012), suggest weighting based on expert judgement, with help 316 from LLH information. However, a fully transparent approach for logic-tree weighting still does not 317 exist. Considering this limitation, we adopt the LLH-based logic-treeweights for this analysis. 318
Nevertheless, for the purpose of hazard assessment in geothermal zones, we would recommend further 319 expert elicitation to ensure that the complete range of possible models are appropriately considered in 320 the logic tree. 321 Table 4 for the 322 complete dataset gives the weights summarized in Figure 3 , from which it can be seen that roughly 323 half of the models contribute about 75% of the total weight. Modifying the standard deviationbelow) does not alter the model ranking but it slightly increases the distinction between models. 327 Therefore, the model weights are concentrated in the best ranked models (75% of the weight is 328 contributed by roughly a third of the models). In terms of computational efficiency the use of 36 329 models in a logic tree may be problematic. In this case it may be useful to trim the number of models 330 from the total 36 before weighting. As discussed previously, LLH weighting tends to favour models 331 which better predict the data. By using the LLH weighting of the full set of models it should, 332 therefore, be possible to find and remove models that do not add any information about possible 333 epistemic uncertainty. For instance, if the highest and second-highest weighted models predict very 334 similar ground-motions, then the second model can be removed without affecting the hazard results. 335
Applying the equation of Scherbaum et al. (2009) to the values of LLH listed in
Such analysis is, however, beyond the scope of this article. 336
Aleatory Variability 337
To assess the aleatory variability of the Cooper Basin ground-motion data, random-effects regression 338 showed that spectral analysis methods applied to small earthquakes often led to significantly larger 363 stress variability than seen in larger events. They presented the required variability in stress parameter 364 corresponding to the aleatory variability of several GMPEs and concluded that the variability should 365 lie between 0.26 and 0.59 ln-units for large events. The difference may relate to the strong regional 366 variability in source, path and site effects for small earthquakes, either real or due to parameter trade-367 off. Treated independently, the data from Cooper Basin (a limited source zone) and the consistency of 368 wave propagation may mean that the observed variability usually inherent with such small events is 369 not apparent. One issue to consider, in this case, is whether the observed variability truly reflects the 370 possible future variability: e.g., do we account for a near-surface event outside of the seismic cloud as 371 was the case for the largest event related to the Berlín (El Salvador) geothermal project (Bommer et inner and outer stations). The total sigma (combining the between-and within-event variability) is, 377 therefore, much lower than that for the empirical models of Douglas et al. (2013) and it is more in line 378 with those associated with GMPEs for moderate and large earthquakes. This demonstrates that at least 379 some of the large variability in the empirical models of Douglas et al. (2013) is due to mixing data 380 from various sites when deriving these models. 381
Reduction of epistemic uncertainty 382
As highlighted by Douglas et al. (2013) the disadvantages of applying their empirical GMPE are 383 twofold. Firstly, the limited magnitude-distance range means that application to rarer, but potentially 384 damaging events, is tenuous and, secondly, the aleatory variability assigned to their equation was 385 strongly contaminated by epistemic uncertainty from combining several regional datasets (e.g., due to 386 differences in seismicity and attenuation). Effectively the empirical model can be thought of as a 387 mixture model: comprising several different sets of source and propagation behaviour, but without 388 consideration of the increased sigma relative to a predictive relation. Nevertheless, it is not trivial to 389 isolate such effects given limited recordings. Douglas et al. (2013) suggest that to reduce the 390 uncertainty, stochastic simulation models can be used. Of course, such models are not without 391 uncertainty outside their "calibrated" model-space: the magnitude and distance range over which theoutside the magnitude range available in instrumental databases. For this purpose, Douglas et al. 395
(2013) provided 36 GMPEs to cover a range of simulation parameters: with various κ, Q and Δσ. A 396 further benefit of testing and weighting simulation models, as performed here for Cooper Basin, is that 397 it can help to limit the influence of epistemic uncertainty contamination related to mixing different 398
sites. 399
The analysis undertaken here showed that the stochastic models can be selected based on spectral 400 analysis, or on LLH testing. Four stochastic models performed well in LLH testing, whist also having 401 Table 4Table 2 516
for the correspondence between model number and parameters of the stochastic model. Grey numbers 517 indicate models consistent with the spectral analysis and literature (Q equal to 600 to 1800; Δσ equal 518 to 10 to 100 bars; and κ0 = 0.04 s). 519 
